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I've never sung for my fatherfilm posterDirected Gilbert CatesProduced byGilbert CatesWritten by Crobert AndersonStarringMelvyn Douglas Gene Hackman Dorothy Stickney Estelle Parsons Elizabeth HubbardMusic byAl Gorgoni Barry MannCinematographyMorris Hartzband George StoetzelEdited by
Angelo Ross Pocolumbia Pictures 1970 (1970-10-18) Running time92 minutesCounter stateAnglia I never sang for my father - this is an American drama film from 1970 based on a 1968 play that tells the story of a widowed college professor , who wants to get out from under his aging father's thumb but
still regrets his plan to leave him behind when he marries and moves to California. They stars Melvin Douglas, Gene Hackman, Dorothy Strickney, Estelle Parsons and Elizabeth Hubbard. The film was directed and produced by Gilbert Keates, and adapted by Robert Anderson from his 1968 Broadway
play. He was nominated for academy awards for Best Actor in a Lead Role (Melvin Douglas), Best Actor in a Supporting Role (Gene Hackman) and Best Date, a screenplay based on material from another medium (Robert Anderson). Plot resumes After taking them to the airport, college professor Gene
Garrison spends the evening at home with his parents. The barbs of his father, Tom, run through his mind as he drives home. Gin seeks solaction in the arms of his mistress, who pines for a more serious relationship with him. Soon after, his mother, Margaret, suffers a heart attack and is hospitalized.
Visiting her in the hospital, Gene finds Tom reaching into the waiting room. Tom asks Gina to go with him to the Rotary Club, although Jean expected not to leave his mother's side. When Margaret dies, Jean helps her father shop for the casket. His sister Alice comes without her husband and children.
She explains to Gina that Tom's failed memory and health will require constant care either in a nursing home or with live care. She broaches the idea with her father, who rejects it outright. The conversation raises old tensions about Tom Alice's disintegance over her acceptance of the Jewish couple.
Alice leaves Jean to deal with her father herself. Gina Peggy's girlfriend comes to visit. She is fascinated by Tom and offers to move to New York to live with Jean and his father. That night, Jean and Tom reminicited together over old photos. Tom's love for his son will seep into their conversation, and he
asks about the melody That Jean sang for him as a boy. Jean admits he never sang a tune for his father, but Tom recalls otherwise. Jean tells Volume that he is thinking of moving to California to be with Peggy, where she has a successful gynecological practice. Tom becomes irate at the notion of feeling
abandoned. Gene leaves home with Peggy and never returns. Cast by Melvin Douglas Tom Garrison - Father Gene Hackman as Gene Harrison - Son of Estelle Parsons as Alice - Sister Dorothy Stateney as Margaret Harrison - mother of Elizabeth Hubbard as Dr. Margaret Peggy Tayer Lovelady Powell
as Norma Daniel Keyes as the Doctor. Mayberry Conrad Bain as The Reverend Sam Pell John Richards as Marvin Scott's adviser Nikki as waitress Carol Peterson as nurse #1 Sloan Shelton as nurse #2 James Karen as Mr. Taker (old age home director) Gene Williams as Dr. Jensen (director of the
public hospital) Production notes director Gilbert Keats was one of the producers of the original stage play. The play was profiled in William Goldman's book Season: A Candid Look at Broadway. The film was shot in various locations, including Southern California and Big Neck - the Douglaston
neighborhood of New York City. Applauding critics and audiences, the film (and play) involved the arrival of a generation of sandwiches, in which case adult children and other family members help their elderly parents who are aged and can't help themselves. This would lead to other films on the subject,
including the films Savages and Far From It. Critical reception Roger Ebert summed up the film in his review before concluding: These bare-bones plot is unlikely to give any hint of the power of this film. I've offered something of what it's about, but almost nothing about how to write, direction and
performances come together to create one of the most memorable human films I can remember. Vincent Canby, in his review for The New York Times, was far less complimentary: (The film) does the human spirit a service in the way he pleads sympathy for people who are small and flat as comic book
characters, without sweetness, without imagination, without any suspect stocks of emotion. Indeed, it almost gets ridiculous when you realize it's without any honest problem, either psychological or economic. [2] See also the list of American films from 1970's References ^ Ebert, Roger. I never sang for
my dad. January 1, 1970. Canby, Vincent (October 19, 1970). The New York Times in 2008. Retrieved November 15, 2018. External links I never sang for my dad on IMDb I never sang for my dad in Rotten Tomatoes I never sang for my dad on AllMovie I never sang for my father on the TCM Movie
Database Playbill from the 1968 New York stage production Excerpt from © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Go to Content Store Authors Music Publications Records Resources A SAMUEL FRENCH, INC. TITLE Full Length Play, Drama/4f, 7m This moving and receptive work, one of our
most distinguished playwrights, probes into unease which can exist between father and son- and what time and old age old age only deepen—despite the best intentions of both sides. ... Written with... It's the story of Gene, a murderer, with an elderly mother he loves and an eighty-year-old father he
never liked, hard as he tried. His father was the mayor of a small town in Westchester County, self-produced and highly respected. Under these traps, however, he is an average, unloved and unobtrusive man who drived his daughter away because of his marriage to a Jew and alienated his son because
of his possession, his selfishness and his endless memories. Suddenly, the mother dies, and Jean faces the responsibility of having his father in his arms just at the time he wants to snore and move to California. There are a number of dramatic confrontations when Alice, the sister who ossified her father,
pleads with Gene not to take on the burden of the old man and ruin his life; when a repentant father and son must take away the coffin for the mother; and the last episode, in which Gene tries to once again be angry with her affection for her father and succeeds, but only for a moment. For it is still
impossible for him to sing for his father—to understand and understand, to give the love he so wants to give, and to feel that all of this will be accepted and appreciated by his father, who cannot love. 9am - 6pm ET, Mon - Fri Free: (866) 979-0447 Join the mailing list [email protected] ©2020 Concord
Theatricals Robert Anderson LITERARY WORKA two-priced performance set in New York and the city in Westchester County, New York, in the mid-1960s; written in 1966 and first performed in 1968. SYNOPSISAn an elderly father and son are struggling with the death of their wives and their own life-
long hostility to each other. Events in history during the focus playFor more information in New York in 1917, Robert Woodruff Anderson graduated from the Academy of Phillips Exeter and Harvard University before serving in the U.S. Navy. He then wrote radio and television scripts, taught plays and
survived his wife's death before writing some of his most acclaimed works. I never sang for my dad at first was conceived as a scripted film and, after a short Broadway run, it debuted on screen in 1970. At heart the drama of survival, I never sang for my father to pit a father against his son in the struggle
to live independently in the face of death and aging. Reflected in connection are contradictory influences of the two characters' time. Events in history during PlayOld WestMidway via Act 1 I never sang for my father, Gene Garrison, a hero, steps forward and addresses the audience, limiting them to his
father's lifelong passion for Western television: [W]e rushed through [dinner] to rush home to one of my father's rituals... [t]he's television Western.... He sat in front of them for an hour after ... falling asleep in one and waking up in the middle of the next ... never knowing the difference ... (Anderson, I never
sang for my father, 19). Western, always a popular American movie genre, found a new home on television in the 1950s after falling somewhat out of favor among film audiences who by then had come to prefer star-studded Hollywood extravaganzas. On television, the genre developed into a Western-
themed series, screenings of which differed from their film counterparties in several aspects. Violence, for example, had to be kept to a minimum on television, and the character's character was also different. On the film, the Western hero was a singleton, a rogue, a mysterious stranger; on television, the
hero was often a family man. In the mid-to-late 1960s, the most popular television Western series were Bonanza and Gunsmoke, both of which starred a distinctly paternal hero. Gunsmoke began as a radio dram in 1952 and appeared as a TELEVISION series in 1955; over three years, 17 million homes
tuned in each week to the show, which ran through the early 1970s. Gunsmokes' protagonist, Matt Dillon, is the heroic, paternal guardian of the city, the marshal of which he is. Bonanza (1959-73), which traces the fortunes of the Cartwright family and their Ponderosa ranch, located in Nevada near Lake
Tahoe, also the heart of the family drama. Bonanza was led by Pa (Ben) Cartwright, who directed Ponderos, as well as his own three sons with intelligence and kindness. Actor Lom Green, who played Pa, suggested that it was this essential quality of the happy family that made Bonanza so successful:
Cartwrights happen to be family as they want to be other families. [Everybody] ... wants to love and be loved. Cartwrights love each other (Greene in Parks, 149). In I've Never Sung for My Father, a manipulative and sometimes cold father, Tom Garrison, ignores his real family to share in the fantasy of



family life, profused him with Westerns.RotariansThe Play's Tom Garrison is a member of Rotary Club International, a service club for businessmen (and later, business women) and professionals. Rotarians meet weekly to discuss and implement community projects in education, citizenship and social
programs, and to participate internationally in encouraging peace between nations. They are called Rotaria because their meetings initially revolved between members of the business week after week. The first Rotary Club was launched in 1905 by a Chicago lawyer named Paul Harris; Today Rotary Club
International has members in almost every country in the world. In 1967, rotarians celebrated the 50th anniversary of the Rotary Foundation, a foundation that was intended to promote understanding and friendship between peoples of different nations through charitable, educational or charitable projects.
At the time of the performance, the Rotary Foundation sponsored overseas travel, training and work for about 450 people a year. America's greyness was in the 1960s that people began to take note of the general aging of American society; as one tutorial on aging from 1960 notes: Soon will be ... almost
50 million of us are over 50 years old (Tibbits and Donahue, p. xiv; original accent). Sociologists and economists have begun to speculate on the profound changes that a significant population of seniors can have on the American way of life—changes, or rather, that may arise in the pattern of
employment, retirement benefits, recreational facilities, health care, and family life. The researchers acknowledged that American notions of social usefulness and status stem from the roles of parents and breadwinners; when these roles are no longer serviced, identity and self-esteem issues arise. I have
never sung for my father dramatizing exactly the kind of crisis as Tom Garrison tries to maintain a sense of utility and dignity by insisting on his role as a father and provider to his children who no longer require such things from him. To further complicate the issue of adjusting generations in America, a
new burden of commitment began to settle on the shoulders of middle-aged people (featured in the play by characters Gene Harrison and his sister Alice), who were suddenly going to be responsible not only for children and their well-being, but also for the welfare of parents who could now be expected to
live perhaps twenty-five years after retirement. Golden years? In I've never sung for my father, it's not only the father-son relationship between Tom and Gene that has broken down, but also in many ways the mating relationship between the most senior garrisons. Tom's wife, Margaret, sadly reflects on
the fact that she was often denied golf by either Tom's friends or an entertainment TELEVISION show. Many sociologists in the 1960s and early 1970s suggested that such a deterioration in the perceived quality of marriage was not uncommon among older couples. A study conducted in 1960 with just
over nine hundred women in Detroit, for example, found that less than 10 percent of them were satisfied with their twenty-year marriages in them, and that couples still married after their husband's retirement were particularly unwell. The researchers pointed to the man's loss of strength and sense of
identity after his retirement as a major cause of family discontent. Generation gap The conflict between father and children in Anderson's play can be traced at least in part to shifting trends in the country as a whole. In the play, the father sends his daughter out of the family for marrying a Jewish man. His
anti-Semitism is a refrain from previous decades, not a typical attitude the era of the 1960s in which the play is set. In fact, anti-Semitism in the United States decreased in the 1950s and early 1960s, and relations between Christians and Jews improved. This was partly the result of sympathies for
holocaust survivors and victims, Nazi Germany's efforts to eliminate Europe's Jewish population through systematic murder during World War II.Professional barriers to hiring Jews in various businesses began to fade in the 1950s, a trend that continued into the next decade. At the same time, excessive
social discrimination began to decrease, by which Jews were excluded from certain resort areas and so-called restricted (non-Jewish) neighborhoods. Jews began moving to suburbs that had previously been closed to them. However, social discrimination has lingered in some areas and in the attitudes of
people like Tom Garrison's play. In real life, some employment agencies continued to write to no Jews on job applications, and a number of private housing developments were still refusing to sell to Jews. Behind this policy was a stubborn set of Christian-biased prejudices dating back to medieval times
that deemed Jews untrustworthy outsiders. OasisOne of bonanza's compelling tv features is the sense of security and calm offered by the Nevada family's cartwright manor house, Ponderosa. No matter what may take place in the real world, Ponderos has security, peace and tradition. This sense of calm
must have been reassuring to Americans alarmed by the urban sprawl and inner-city problems that rose to new heights in the 1960s. One writer compares two mediums: The Cartwright Ranch is surrounded by a world of shikan, violence and betrayal in much the way a harmonious middle-class American
suburb is at risk of blasting But the cohesion, mutual loyalty and homogeneous adjustment of the Cartwright family always appears capable of throwing back, or dulling the edge, invading forces (Cawelti, 76). Anderson never sang for my father, a once quiet New York town in which his father used to be
mayor, hung in a bleak urban landscape. The sense of decline and loss that Tom expresses over and over may also explain his fascination with western dramas played out on his television. Tom Garrison, a father who grew up in an environment less accepting of Jews than the one in the play, may have
been influenced by anti-Semitic views more prevalent in his youth. His daughter, on the other hand, a product of the recently tolerant era after World War II, goes so far as to break the ultimate social barrier by marrying a Jew. Along with changing prejudice, attitudes in the play reflect a newer view of the
role of the American family. The 1960s were a decade old in which the notion of an ideal family—the father of the breadwinner, mother, and submissive children—was questioned and self-realification became the main concern. Even in the early 1960s, marriage and family ties were regarded by the
movement of human potential as potential threats to individual performance as male or female. The highest forms of human needs, advocates of new psychologies argue, were autonomy, independence, growth and creativity, all of which could be disrupted by existing relationships and interactions. (Mintz
and Kellogg, 206) In the play, Tom's forty-year-old son refuses to sacrifice his own desires—to marry and move to California—for his father's sake. However, having grown up in an earlier era when the family still takes precedence over a man, he never again feels tempted to embark on the self-sacrifice of
the role of a submissive son who gives up his own happiness to please his father. The focus play PlotTact 1 opens at the train station, where forty-year-old Gene Harrison came to pick up his aging parents, Tom Garrison (nearly eighty) and Margaret Garrison (seventy-eight), who returned from Florida to
their home in Upstate New York. Tom is the dominant man who believes he is the only one who has a sense of what is really going on around him; he has a terrible cough, is more or less deaf, and obviously sick. However, he feels anxious for his wife, not about himself; she occasionally needs a
wheelchair and a bad heart. The three go out to Westchester County, in the once elegant city where Gina's parents live, which has become part of the urban light surrounding New York City. Tom tells Jean that he and mother Jean are a little upset that Jean saw the woman in California, just a year after
his wife Carol died. They are worried that Jean will go west, which will break his mother's heart. The three of them eat dinner at a local restaurant, where men have a small argument about who will pay for the food. Gin is on sabbatut from his teaching job and his father wants to pay for his own dinner
rather than taking a night out as a gift from his son. It becomes clear that money is a point of tension in the family—Tom was reluctant to see a doctor in Florida because he is sure he will be overwhelmed; he has his diamond ring, which is assessed habitually, and orders dinner according to what is
cheapest on the menu. His wife accuses him of only being interested in watching Westerners on television and regashing his own tragic childhood over and over again. Tom's father left the family when Tom was nine; a year later, when his mother died, his father appeared drunk at the funeral. Tom threw
out his father and continued to hate him outright until the old man died of alcoholism. Memories kill Tom's appetite, and he flirting with an Irish waitress, another old habit that annoys Margaret. They leave the restaurant in a hurry so Tom can get home in time to catch a western on TV that night. Gina's
mother recalls memories from their life together, praising Jean for treating her so closely at parties when Tom was out dancing and caring with other people. She dramatically brings up the theme of the Californian woman that Jean now loves. Contrary to what Tom suggested, Margaret encourages Gina
to take a big step into another marriage and, with considerable embarrassment, they are nasquely talking about sex and whether they were happy in their marriages. Margaret impresses Jean as she is grateful to have had such a good son and hopes she was a good mother. She also tries to impress her
son, who was a good father tom, a subject they have addressed countless times before. The gene clearly remains unconvincing, but his mother continues in this rhin. She admits that Tom makes a big fuss about his relationship with his son, boasting that they are very close. This stretch of truth upsets
Gene. As he prepares to leave them to return home, Margaret tells her son to go ahead and get married in California; she and Tom will be fine together and they can all keep in touch on the phone. Tom, however, repeats his previous claim that Gina's move west will surely kill his mother. As he leaves,
Jean recalls the controlling nature of his father, who manifested himself most devastatingly in his expulsion from the family of Gina's sister Alice for marrying a Jew. When Jean arrives home, his father calls him with some bad news—Margaret has had a heart attack and is in the hospital. The two men visit
her the next day, but do not stay long, as she needs rest. They eat dinner at the Rotary Club, to which Tom belongs, and have an argument about whether Jean should spend the night with his father or go home. Jean insists on going home, but Tom makes him feel guilty about wanting to do it. They
divern on uncomfortable terms and the next morning Jean finds out his mother is dead. Act 2 opens with Jean in conversation with Dr. Mayberry, his parents' doctor, who candidly tells him that his father should not live alone. Jean takes his suffactic father to talk to Mr. Scott, a morticist, and two of them
wander around the coffin showroom. Jean is campaigning against his father's business cost and expense analysis. Tom giggles with a mortic over how much the coffins cost and how well they stand in front of things like seep and the obsessive roots of trees. One day Tom comes to stand in front of a tiny
baby coffin returning his mother's funeral—she was a bit of a thing—and he was regashing his father's old story of throwing her father out at her funeral (I never sang for mine In the 1990s, he finally settled on the coffin he wants--- making sure the tax is included in the price tag. The action shifts to a bar
where Jean shares a few drinks with his older sister Alice. The two of them discuss their father, his reputation in the city, and his selfishness; Jean also admits that his father's famous battle edge, though dedy, remains part of the deaf, forgetful character of the old:Still, wait for you to see him. There is
something that comes through ... Old Tiger. What reaches you and makes you cry.... He'll probably sleep when we get home, in front of the TV. And you'll see. Old... Father. But then he wakes up and becomes Tom Garrison. (I've never sung for my father, 43) The scene shifts to the cemetery at which
Margaret had just been laid to rest on the family plot where Carol, Gina's wife, had been buried a year earlier. Irate, Tom walks away to find a caretaker and complain about the condition in which the plot is stored. Jean and Alice discuss what to do as a memorial for their mother, as well as what to do
with a father who clearly cannot be left alone but who, equally clearly, cannot come to live with any of his children. Alice sees her father as a selfish old man who neglected her mother, beat Jean and threw her out of the house because of her choice of spouse. His weakness does not screw much
compassion out of her, but things are more complicated for Gene. He feels a lasting sense of duty and guilt because his father has done well for the family and because he has never been able to love an old man. The two later broach the idea of getting a live housewife for Tom, but he resists insisting
that Jean can look at him a couple of times a week. Tom still refuses to understand that Jean wants to move to California, or admit that his own health is so bad that he may need constant supervision. Three of them have a terrible brawl in which Tom's hatred and his children's jealousy appear naked. He
hates their freedom and independence. Alice speaks directly to Because Gene wants to move away and Tom gets the news with chilling sarcasm, insisting that he doesn't want to ruin anyone's life. After the old man left the room, Alice observes that he has already ruined people's lives, and that if Gene is
smart, he will cut himself out of the strange bond of guilt and coercion that tie him to his likable father. Gin and Alice reconcile before she leaves; he knows that what she says is true, that the image of a perpetually beeceased husband and submissive son—and pulling to live up to him—is hard to
overcome. One again, Jean goes to his father's bedroom, where the old man kneels and prays as he does every night. The two men share some tender moments as father reveals he keepsakes drawers from Gina's childhood, including the Glee Club program. Tom remembers that he was always coming
into the rooms just in time to hear gin finish singing (hence the play's title). The gene is mitigated enough that he invites his father to move to California to live near him, and Peggy, his fiancée. Tom refuses, preferring that Peggy and her children move into Tom's house, and they all live together. Gene
abandons this option and Tom's tone turns cold; he informs his son that from now on he can count his father dead and never worry about him for another second. Jean goes, never come back, with his father screaming GO TO HELL behind him (I never sang for my father, 62). At the end of the play, Jean
tells the audience that his father actually came to California and had to be placed there in the hospital because of his hardened arteries and the onset of sensuality. The play closes with Tom's view in a wheelchair as Gene claims his father died watching TV:Death ends life... but it does not end with
relationships that are struggling in the minds of survivors ... to some resolution it never finds. Alice said I won't accept the sorrow of the world.... What mattered if I never liked him, or if he never liked me? ... She may have been right.... But, still, when I hear the word Father.... It matters. (I have never sung
for my father, 62) Roosevelt[G]o because of or over [obstacles] or over them. Teddy Roosevelt said that, I took it off in short for practice.... Any young man in this country who has a healthy mind and a sound body that will set himself a goal can achieve whatever he wants in his mind (I Never Sang for My
Father, 1.38). Teddy Roosevelt is one of the heroes of Tom Garrison, a pattern of behavior to which the old man has clung to his entire life. During Roosevelt's presidency (1901-1908), the United States enjoyed the unprecedented prosperity and comfort of life under a president who was a hero, social
reformer and inspired motivational speaker to boot. However, Theodore Roosevelt, an intellectual from a wealthy and powerful Eastern family, was wrongly associated with the lure of the West in America's imagination. In 1884, after the death of his wife and great political disappointment, Roosevelt
packed up and moved into Dakota territory to try to thrive in the burgeoning beef industry there. He wrote three books about his experiences, books that were largely responsible for creating the Old West myth of enduring individualism and the vast open spaces that became part of American popular
culture. The naturalist notes about bighorn sheep, tips for hunting grizzlies, and sketches of the characters wild and wonderful people Roosevelt faced made his books hugely popular. He wrote a four-volume series called Victory of the West. After returning to New York, he ran for mayor. The cowboy
candidate, as he was known, suffered a sound defeat in those particular elections, but he will of course rise eventually to the presidency. Production Of Never Sang for My Father began as a scripted film called Tiger, which was completed in the summer of 1962. He was then sent on a confusing journey
in an attempt to take him on stage or screen, a process so difficult it seemed unlikely to ever see the production. Anderson first proposed the film's screenplay to Fred Zinneman, who praised it and stated that he would be lured to work on the film as long as Spencer Tracy plays the role of Tom Garrison.
Tracy rejected the offer and meanwhile another director, Elia Kazan, expressed a desire to perform Tiger as a play. Months passed, and Kazan finally admitted that he couldn't find a suitable actor to take on the hard part of a bitter old man. Produced after the producer rejected the play - now I never sang
for my dad and then, in a climactic moment of confusion and competition, Anderson had two offers at once. It turned out that Spencer Tracy would make the film after all, on television, and it could probably be expected to bring Katherine Hepburn along with him to play the role of a mother. Simultaneously,
another television producer who had never made a single performance on Broadway expressed interest in trying to perform in theaters. Just as Anderson gave permission to produce Tracy-Hepburn, Zinneman called to say that CBS found the play too grim and that they wouldn't run it after all. Finally, on
January 25, 1968, nearly six years after the original script was completed, I never sang for my father to debut with another cast at the Longacre Theater in New York. A Hollywood production was launched about the play's success; The film premiered in 1970, starring Gene Hackman as Gene, and Melvin
Douglas as Tom.ReviewsI Never Sang for My Father ran for just 124 performances as a stage play in New York and then traveled to London, where they hoped he would be better off. Clive Barnes revisited the play in the New York Times, commenting that the poignancy of the situation, quite real and
plausible in all conscience, is constantly betrayed by the overly obviousness and sentimentality of writing (Barnes in MacNicholas, 43). One reviewer in London called it sensitive, intelligent, patently honest—and very callous and familiar; We've met these people before, said another (Adler, 133). Still, I
never sang for my dad was held by some to be one of the best Broadway plays of the season: [N]ot only a powerful theater experience, it was also a triumph of an American play combined with Broadway stage craft (Guernsey, 20). In 1970, Anderson won the Screenwriters Guild of America award for the
screenplay he adapted from a 1968 stage version. For More InformationAdler, Thomas P. Robert Anderson. Boston: Twain, 1978.Anderson, Robert. I never sang for my father. New York: Playwrights Game Service, 1968.Brubaker, Timothy H., ed. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage, 1983.Cawelti, John G.
Shootout and Society. American West 5, No. 2 (March 1968), 30-5, 76-7.Guernsey, Otis L., Jr., Ed. The best plays of 1967-68. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1968.MacNicholas, John. Dictionary of literary biography. Volume 7. Detroit: Gail Research, 1981.Miller, Nathan. Theodore Roosevelt: Life. New York:
William Morrow, 1992.Mintz, Stephen and Susan Kellogg. Household revolutions: the social history of American family life. New York: Free Press, 1988.Parks, Rita. Western hero in film and television. Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI Research Press, 1982.Tibbits, Clark and Wilma Donahyu, Ed. Aging in today's
society. Englewood Rocks, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1960. 1960.
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